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PART I – Background on electric system
operations and regional system operators
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What is a regional transmission system?
Organizations that serve as regional managers for wholesale electricity
operations are commonly known as a Independent System Operator (ISO) or
Regional Transmission Organization (RTO)
According to the Energy Information Agency

• “RTOs are independent, membership-based, non-profit organizations that
ensure reliability and optimize supply and demand bids for wholesale electric
power.”
• 60% of the electricity provided to utilities in the U.S. is managed by RTOs.
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What is its function?
Independent System Operators (ISO) and Regional Transmission Organizations
(RTO) provide the following services:
• Manage power flows on high voltage transmission systems across multiple utility service
areas;

• Efficiently dispatch electricity generating units within its footprint to meet customer
demand, ensuring lowest cost resources are deployed first;

• Provide a platform for wholesale energy market transactions, facilitating
competition among generators; and

• Perform long-term planning to ensure that adequate electricity generation capacity is
available to meet peak demand and emergency conditions across the footprint.
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How does the current system operate?
There are 38 different
utilities or Balancing
Authorities (BAs) in
the Western
Interconnection (WI)*

These utilities must constantly
balance customer demand with
electricity supply using only their
own generating sources or two-party
contracts. They also plan
independently.

* The WI includes 11 Western states and two Canadian provinces. In the WI the 38
BAs are electrically interconnected and operate at a synchronized frequency.
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What changes with an RTO or ISO?
The system operator coordinates the
dispatch of resources in a regional,
organized electricity market. The
RTO/ISO selects the least cost
resources for deployment among
participating BAs, as well as conducts
planning for future resource additions.

Although not
under
consideration
today, all 38 BAs
in WI could
participate in a
regional market
Western Interconnection

Eastern Interconnection

Electric Reliability Council of Texas
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Where do RTOs exist?
There are nine RTOs in
North America and many
more around the world.
The California Independent
System Operator (CAISO) is
the only RTO in the West.
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What are the benefits of an RTO?
Improved reliability
– from a more interconnected system and more real-time information about
electric generation sources and the conditions on the transmission system
More economic dispatch of resources
– lowest cost resources are dispatched first - typically wind and solar which have
no fuel costs
Less renewable energy variability
– geographic and weather diversity over a larger footprint smooths renewable
energy variability
Reduced need for reserves
– utilities share reserve energy needed as backup for plant outages or other
electrical disturbances, allowing each utility to carry fewer expensive reserves
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What are the benefits for wind and solar energy from
a RTO?
• Reduced transmission costs for wind and solar as an RTO eliminates pancaked
rates.

• Reduced curtailment of wind and solar resulting from over-generation
conditions and constrained transmission.
• Improved integration of wind and solar as an RTO has wide geography to
aggregate and smooth energy output variability.
• Access to more buyers in a market versus bi-lateral (one to one) contract
purchases.
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What are the benefits for wind and solar energy from
a RTO?
• Increased deliverability for wind and solar throughout the footprint as
transmission is more efficiently and more fully utilized.
• Lower cost of compliance for states with carbon or renewable goals as RTOs
provide greater access to renewables. (If state has a requirement that clean
resources be deliverable to load.)
• Increased investment in wind and solar as the result of lower cost integration
and transmission and increased corporate purchases.
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RECENT EXPERIENCE FROM SPP
The Southwestern Power Pool is made up of utilities and Balancing
Authorities from 14 states. SPP formed in 2014.
An October 2016 SPP press release reported:
“As of September 2016, Southwest Power Pool’s (SPP) wholesale
electricity markets have reduced the cost of electricity by more
than $1 billion since 2014.”
“In their first year of operation, the Integrated Marketplace
delivered $380 million in net savings to SPP’s member companies
and their customers, paying for itself in less than a year.”
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PART II – Proposals for Regional
Coordination in the Western
Interconnection
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Mountain West Transmission Group (MWTG) Proposal
• The Southwestern Power Pool (SPP) and
MidContinent ISO (MISO) border the WI making it
possible for utilities to join eastern markets.
• The Upper Great Plains portion of Western Area
Power Administration joined SPP in 2015.
• Mountain West Transmission Group* (MWTG) is
considering:
• developing a common transmission tariff
• establishing or joining a full market (CAISO, SPP or MISO)
*MWTG members include Public Service of Colorado, Black Hills, Platte River Power Authority, Western
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Area Power Administration (LAP & CRSP), Tri-State G&T, Colorado Springs Utility and Basin Electric

MWTG EVALUATIONS TO DATE
I.

Transmission Cost Study - Evaluated how a region would pay for point to point
transmission service, service into and out of the footprint and compensation for those
losing revenue as a result of coordination. WAPA would seek a ‘Federal Service Exemption
from FERC related to jurisdiction.

II.

Request for Information from RTOs - Issued to SPP, CAISO, MISO and PJM in May,
Responses received in July. Requested the RTOs provide information on a wide range of
services from joint transmission tariff administration to RTO operator for the MWTG.

III. Market Studies - Production cost study on joint tariff and day-ahead market
• Benefits of Joint Tariff-only phase were not significant
• Results showed encouraging production cost savings in Day-2 market structure
• Parties focusing on full RTO membership

Source: MWTG November 1, 2016
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MWTG DECISION TIMELINE (ESTIMATED)
• Fall 2016: Analysis

• December 2016: MWTG consensus on which option to pursue; begin
negotiations with one or more RTOs
• Early 2017: Complete negotiations with RTO; MWTG entities approve plan
• Fall 2016- Mid-2017: Stakeholder and regulator meetings, comment period
(MWTG meetings have been private).
• Mid-Late 2017: State and federal regulatory processes
• Q4 2018/Q1 2019: Implementation
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Western Regional System Operator (RSO) proposal
• PacifiCorp* is considering merging its day-ahead market
operations with the CAISO.

*PacifiCorp operates in
six states - CA, ID, OR,
UT, WA, and WY

• In 2015 PacifiCorp began participating with the CAISO in the five
minute market platform, known as EIM.
• The financial and efficiency benefits to PacifiCorp from
participation in this organized market platform encouraged the
utility to study full market integration, which is currently
underway.
• If PacifiCorp or other BAs in other states merge systems with
CAISO, the CAISO would transform from a single-state to multistate organization, forming a regional organization.
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What is the RTO Development Process?
CAISO is hosting the following public stakeholder initiatives:

• Resource Adequacy (RA) – planning process by which the CAISO makes sure it has the
amounts and types of energy resources necessary to meet load in all parts of the footprint

• Transmission Access Change (TAC)– fee that is charged to load in the footprint for using the
transmission system

• Governance - organizational structure that will be developed to govern an independent multistate organization

• Grid Management Charge (GMC) – fee charged to support the ISO system, which is based on
an annual budgeting process

• Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Tracking – process by which the carbon emissions from generating
units that move into and out California are tracked (CA has a fee for importing carbon resources)
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What are the approval and development steps?
CAISO
• California legislature approves CAISO to become a regional organization with
independent board and governance
Anticipated in 2017 legislative session

• CAISO completes initiative processes (RA, TAC, GHG tracking, Governance and
GMC).
• CAISO applies for approval from Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) for tariff changes that allow for a multi-state RSO
• If approval is received from FERC and states, CAISO ceases and a multi-state
Western RSO is formed.
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What are the approval and development steps?
PacifiCorp
• PacifiCorp conducts studies to determine net benefit for ID, OR, UT, WA and WY
Net benefits studies will depend on outcome of CAISO initiative processes that will
determine costs

• PacifiCorp files for and receives approval in state regulatory commissions to merge
operations and create the RSO for their five states
• PacifiCorp files with FERC for a “change of control” for the operation of their
transmission system

• Assuming approvals are granted, PacifiCorp implement software and hardware
changes and trains personnel.
• Go live dates is planned for sometime in 2019.
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What is the FERC approval process?
• FERC Order No. 2000 encouraged formation of RTOs and outlined 12 minimum
characteristics and functions for RTOs.
Four Minimum Characteristics of an RTO
1. Independence, 2. Scope and Regional Configuration, 3. Operational Authority and 4. Short-Term
Reliability

Eight Minimum Functions of an RTO
1. Tariff Administration and Design, 2. Congestion Management, 3. Parallel Path Flow, 4. Ancillary
Services, 5. OASIS and Total Transmission Capability (TTC) and Available Transmission Capability
(ATC), 6. Market, 7. Planning and Expansion, and 8. Interregional Coordination

• FERC reviews PacifiCorp and CAISO filings for compliance with Order 2000 and
subsequent Orders and issues a decision.
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PART III – RSO considerations and analysis
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What are cited concerns about the RSO proposal?
1. Loss of state control…
…to set state public policy such as renewable energy standards, carbon
policy, etc. or to become subject to other state’s public policy
…to approve utility generation choices that make sense for the state
…to control costs to customers from new transmission or other market
charges
…to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) - States are
concerned about imposition of tariffs affecting rates. However, FERC Order 1000
already requires regional cost allocation
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What are the concerns about the RSO proposal?
2. Governance
Independence from CA legislature
CAISO is legislatively constituted. States want to be independent of the CA legislature. The
CA legislature must approve a change to a regional organization.

Formal role for state regulators
States want direct input into the governance of an RSO through a “Body of State Regulators”
or other structure.

Board of independent experts
Governing board to be comprised of individuals with market expertise (financial,
transmission operations, market manipulation, etc.) and
No market participation or financial conflicts of interest
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What are the concerns about the RSO proposal?
2. Costs
Ensuring that there will be net benefits to each state
Economic analysis will be conducted for all six states

Low costs electricity states will end up with higher rates
However, there is little difference in price of wholesale electricity between states.
Consumer electricity rates differ as result of costs added at the retail level. States will still
choose their own resources. Market will dispatch lowest cost resources. Adding zero
marginal cost renewables drives down power prices overall.

Financial benefits will not accrue to customers
Concern that cost savings will be realized by utilities and the system, but not trickle down to consumer
prices
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What are the concerns about the RSO proposal?
3. Impact on jobs
Energy resources will be built in a different state = loss of local jobs
Lower energy bills spurs investments and stimulates economies

4. Environmental and Public Interest
Regional market could facilitate buying and selling of coal resources;
increasing carbon emissions
A carbon tracking program is being proposed for the footprint to help states
meet carbon policy. States with no carbon policy have concerns about the cost
of the program and being subject to neighbors’ carbon policies

Ensuring the new market will support development of clean energy
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What analysis is being conducted to evaluate the RSO
proposal?
2015 California Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act (S.B.350) required the
CAISO to study impacts of regionalization on CA jobs and state economy, consumers vulnerable
populations, greenhouse gas and other air pollutants, environmental impact in the region and reliability
and integration of renewable energy resources. Study work released in July 2016 found:

Overall benefits to California ratepayers:
• Saving of $1.5 billion by 2030 for California customers, primarily as a result of lower energy
rates available from the RSO;

• The creation of 9,900 to 19,400 new jobs in California by 2030; and
• An increased investment in wind and solar to meet CA’s renewable energy standard;
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What analysis is being conducted?
California Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act (S.B.350) study findings:
• Lower impacts on land, water and biological resources as more strategic planning reduces the number
of transmission projects needed for reliability;
• Reduced air and toxic emissions across the West;
• Economic benefits to disadvantaged communities, including stimulating job growth and increasing
incomes;

• Lower energy costs due to smaller operating reserves;
• Better real-time visibility of system conditions; and
• Increased integration of renewables and the reduced need for curtailment of renewable resources by
offering excess energy across the west.
www.marketwired.com July 12, 2016
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What is the RTO Development Process Timeline?
Oct 2015- California legislature passed Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act (S.B.350) directing
the CAISO to study regionalization and to report back by 2017.
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WHAT’S EXPECTED IN 2017?
• California authorizing legislation

• Completion of CAISO initiative processes
• Formation of an interim governance or transitional committee

• Net benefits studies for affected states
• FERC and state filings by PAC and CAISO?
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For more information:
www.caiso.com
www.fourcornerswind.org
www.westerngrid.net/wcea/rso/
For questions and comments:
Amanda Ormond
asormond@msn.com
480-227-8312
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PART IV – Additional Materials
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Understated benefits of an RSO
SB 350 studies analyzed those benefits that are easily monetized and quantified. Additional benefits
RSO, which are not quantified as part of the SB350 study process include:
1.

Increased system reliability due to creating a larger Western market

2.

Improved use of the physical capabilities of the existing grid both on constrained WECC
transmission paths and within the existing WECC balancing areas

3.

Avoided construction of redundant transmission projects

4.

Improved risk mitigation from a more diverse resource mix and larger integrated market

5.

Competition induced power plant efficiency and availability

6.

Lower renewable integration costs for reasonably-expected non-RPS renewable power

7.

Additional available transfer capacity due to coal retirements beyond TEPPC 2024
assumptions
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Western Clean Energy Advocates www.westerngrid.net/wcea/

Understated benefits of an RSO continued
8.

RSO-derived economies of scale in transmission construction to access distant renewables
which would benefit consumers inside and outside CA

9.

RSO-derived benefit of lowering cost of integrating new low carbon generation

10. Long term market benefits that extend beyond the study time frames (2030)
11. Behavioral changes on the part of the Power Marketing Administrations and consequent
hydro efficiency improvements
12. The incremental benefits that would likely occur if non-participating POUs in California join
the RSO
13. The impact of consultant identified modeling shortcomings on RSO benefits
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Understated benefits of an RSO
11. Reduced transaction costs that would accrue to California customers in a regional market
12. The reliability benefits of more rapidly and efficiently forecasting and adjusting for
abnormal weather and loads
13. The reliability benefits of RSO control that can more quickly and economically dispatch
around an N-2 event than the current bilateral system
14. Frequency response procurement cost savings to comply with upcoming NERC
requirements
15. Reduction in upstream methane emissions due to the lower gas burn with an RSO
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